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GGIE Since IETF96 in Berlin

• Introduction to Glass to Glass Internet Ecosystem: draft-ggie-deen-daigle-02
  + Added Security & Privacy concerns

  2 New Internet Drafts

• Glass to Glass Internet Ecosystem URI and S-NAPTR Use: draft-daigle-deen-ggie-uri-snaptr-00

• GGIE Internet Video Use Cases: draft-rose-ggie-use-cases-00

IETF97 DISPTCH GGIE Update
New GGIE Internet Drafts

• Glass to Glass Internet Ecosystem URI and S-NAPTR Use: Draft-daigle-deen-ggie-uri-snaptr-00
  – URI scheme “median” for Media Networks
  – Use of NAPTR records to locate MARS servers

• GGIE Internet Video Use Cases: Draft-rose-ggie-use-cases-00
  – Adaptive Bitrate Streaming with GGIE
  – Privacy Protection with MEN Session Prefix
  – Time Shifted Sharing of Shards
  – Routing of MEN Prefix traffic to Caches
  – Adaptive Cache Selection When Switching Networks
  – Equivalent MEN Substitution
  – Smart Edge Cache Automatic Response to Congestion and Failover
  – Smart Edge Cache Miscellaneous Cache Abilities
  – Workflow Integration during Capture-Edit-Publish
  – Adaptive MEN Selection when Switching Networks